Abstract-A novel chaotic time-series prediction method based on support vector machines (SVMs) and echo-state mechanisms is proposed. The basic idea is replacing "kernel trick" with "reservoir trick" in dealing with nonlinearity, that is, performing linear support vector regression (SVR) in the high-dimension "reservoir" state space, and the solution benefits from the advantages from structural risk minimization principle, and we call it support vector echo-state machines (SVESMs). SVESMs belong to a special kind of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with convex objective function, and their solution is global, optimal, and unique. SVESMs are especially efficient in dealing with real life nonlinear time series, and its generalization ability and robustness are obtained by regularization operator and robust loss function. The method is tested on the benchmark prediction problem of Mackey-Glass time series and applied to some real life time series such as monthly sunspots time series and runoff time series of the Yellow River, and the prediction results are promising.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
UCH interest has been attached to the forecasting problems in real life time series, and one has to predict ahead in time, up to a certain time horizon (called lead time or prediction horizon). The time series in nature are usually nonlinear or chaotic, so the prediction is an issue of dynamic modeling [1] . In neural networks and machine learning communities, several neural network models and kernel-based methods are applied to time-series prediction task, such as the standard multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) [2] , radial basis function (RBF) neural network [3] - [5] , finite impulse response (FIR) neural networks [6] , support vector regression (SVR) [7] - [9] , self-organization map (SOM) [10] , Gaussian process (GP) [11] . Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) including nonlinear autoregressive network (NAR) [12] , Elman networks [13] , and Jordan networks, recurrent predictor neural networks (RPNNs) [14] , and echo-state networks (ESNs) [15] are also studied for nonlinear time-series prediction. Among these prediction models, the multistep-ahead prediction task is achieved by either doing repeated one-stepahead predictions up to the desired horizon, which is called the iterative method, or by explicitly training a direct model to predict -steps-ahead, which is called the direct model [11] , [16] . ESN iterative model, recently reported in [15] , is a kind of RNN which is first trained as an accurate one-step predictor, and then iterates the prediction into different prediction horizons in an autonomous style. On a benchmark task of predicting Mackey-Glass chaotic time series, accuracy is improved by a factor of 2400 over previous techniques. ESN is of interest for the scientific community, but puzzles the engineers and practitioners, because, in practice, the time series often contain considerable noise and uncertainness. The prediction error can never be smaller than the variance of the noise. Noise reduction method usually used is far from perfect, and noise reduced data is still noisy. Moreover, for an iterative model, successfully trained one-step predictors normally fail in the application of autonomous system, since the stability of the model, and even the equivalence of the models and systems attractor are difficult to guarantee [4] . These disadvantages are especially notable for real life nonlinear time series, such as sunspots time series and runoff time series of river.
Support vector machines (SVMs), firmly grounded in the framework of statistical learning theory [17] , [18] , were proposed by Vapnik and his colleagues in 1995. For a short overview on the statistical learning theory, refer to [19] and [20] . As a new learning system, SVMs are based on the structural risk minimization (SRM) principle which seeks to minimize an upper bound of the generalization error rather than minimize the empirical error. SVMs will achieve an optimum network structure by striking a right balance between the empirical error and the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC)-confidence interval, and they enable the networks to generalize well to unseen data. With the introduction of Vapnik's -insensitive loss function, SVMs have been extended to solve nonlinear regression estimation problems [21] , and then are introduced to nonlinear time-series modeling and exhibit excellent performance [7] . For a recent tutorial on SVR, refer to [22] . Up to now, most of the applications involving SVMs appear in the pattern recognition and static function regression, and few cases appear in RNN structure. Suykens and Vandewalle proposed a kind of SVMs within the context of RNNs [23] , and it is called recurrent least-squares support vector machines (RLS-SVM). In RLS-SVM, essential features of SVMs remain, such as Mercer's condition and the fact that the output weights are a Lagrange multiplier weighted sum of the data points; however, some important properties of the SVMs are lost in RLS-SVM, for example, the parameter estimation problem becomes nonconvex and the solution is not sparse. Since SVMs are now successfully applied to static function approximation and regression, we would like to introduce SVMs into the framework of RNNs without losing any properties, so that the advantages of SVMs can be used for dynamical modeling and prediction.
In this paper, we intend to build a kind of RNNs for modeling nonlinear dynamic system with the advantages of the SVMs and echo-state mechanisms. The basic idea is to replace the "kernel trick" with the "reservoir trick," namely, the linear SVR is performed in the high-dimension "reservoir" state space, and we call it support vector echo-state machines (SVESMs). In the framework of SVESMs, the final solution is obtained by solving a standard quadratic programming problem, and the solution is unique and the parameter estimation problem becomes convex. One of the remarkable features of the new method is the flexibility to use different loss functions. Sparse solution representation can be obtained if the -insensitive loss function is applied, and the robust loss functions such as the Huber loss function can be used to create a model which is less sensitive to outliers. These new features seldom appear in traditional RNNs.
We will show how to make -step-ahead direct prediction of chaotic time series using SVESMs. We have modified the network topology of the original iterative method [15] by eliminating the feedback connections from the output neuron to the reservoir, and combing the embedded memory into the network inputs. We will show how the time-series prediction problem can be converted into a dynamic system modeling task, so that SVESMs can be used. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the iterative method for chaotic system prediction based on ESNs is first revisited, and then the direct method is introduced. Section III presents the basic idea of SVESMs, and it will be shown how the new kind of RNNs is obtained by replacing "kernel" with "reservoir." In Section IV, we will give three illustrative examples to show the working mechanisms of SVESMs for chaotic time-series prediction. Section V presents the conclusions of this paper.
II. CHAOTIC TIME-SERIES PREDICTION USING "RESERVOIR"
The equations of the ESNs can be written as
where denotes hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function which is applied elementwise, denotes the state variables in the "reservoir," and are the input and output of the ESNs, respectively, and is an optional noise vector. , , and are the internal connection weights of the reservoir, the input weights to the reservoir, and the readout (output) weights from the reservoir, respectively.
Basic idea of the ESNs learning is the large and fixed "reservoir," from which the desired output is obtained by training suitable output weights. The "reservoir" has a large number of neurons which are randomly and sparsely connected. Determination of optimal output weights is a linear task of mean-square error (mse) minimization [15] , [24] , [25] (3) where and and and are the beginning and ending index of the training examples, respectively, and the size of the training set is . is usually set to certain value to discard the influence of reservoir initial transient.
In this paper, SVESMs implement the direct prediction model. Before the introduction of direction method, it is necessary to briefly recall the iterative prediction model reported in [15] .
A. Iterative Prediction of Chaotic System Based on "Reservoir"
In the iterative method, the multistep prediction is based on the iteration of the exact single-step prediction [15] . The exact estimation of is fed back to the reservoir , and the autonomous system for the chaotic system prediction can be written as
From (4) and (5), we have (6) Equation (6) shows the state evolution of the ESNs for iterative prediction, and it is similar to the state-space neural network discussed in [26] - [28] . It can be proven that this kind of RNN can model chaotic time series without considering its initial state [29] . Fig. 1 shows how the iterative predictor works for chaotic system prediction.
The stability of ESNs can be insured by constraining the spectral radius of within the unit cycle. However, the stability of the iterative predictor cannot be guaranteed by simply limiting the spectral radius of . From (6) , it can be seen that the stability of the predictor is dependent on output weights , which is the result of networks training, so the stability cannot be insured before is determined. This is one of the reasons why the direct prediction is introduced for chaotic time series.
The iteration method also has other potential dangers as well as the stability problem. The single-step predictor must be accurate enough that the accumulation error in iteration is as small as possible. However, it is usually impossible to get an accurate predictor trained by noisy examples, and the prediction performance deteriorates significantly in the presence of noise and outliers.
B. Direct Prediction of Chaotic Time Series Based on "Reservoir"
Instead of the iterations, the direct prediction method relates the prediction origin and the prediction horizon in a straightforward way. Previous direct prediction methods such as MLPs treat the relationship between the prediction origin and the prediction horizon as a static mapping [2] . Because of the feedback and memory, RNNs are inherently dynamic systems. It is necessary to show how the direct prediction problem can be converted into a dynamic system modeling task. Theorem 1: For a given chaotic time series and its proper embedding, there exists a nonlinear dynamic system realizing the dynamic mapping , where is
Proof: For a given chaotic time series the delay embedding state vector is defined as where and are the embedding parameters of the time series. According to the Takens' theorem [30] , if the embedding dimension is large enough, the evolution of delay embedding vector can recover the original dynamic system without ambiguity. It is assumed that the evolution of the delay embedding vector is described by and we assume is available through a measurement function For a positive integer , we have the following:
Further, we assume function , and then, the previous equations are rewritten as the following state-space representation: (7) (8) where the vector is the augmented state variable, and note that this state-space realization for the input-output sequences is not unique.
From Theorem 1, it can be concluded that the input-output sequences of are from a dynamic system, and RNNs such as ESNs can be used for the modeling task. In the direct method, ESNs are used as an input-output dynamic system, rather than the autonomous running as an independent system. The input-output system for the prediction is written as (9) (10)
The target output of the ESNs is the -step-ahead value of the time series. The input-output training sequences may be . The network structure for the direct prediction can be seen from Fig. 2 , and it is clear that the direct prediction method no longer closes the feedback loop. The stability of the ESNs can be guaranteed, if the spectral radius of the matrix is smaller than one and is not dependent on the output weights .
C. Stable Memory and Transient State in the "Reservoir"
It is known that the time series is bounded, so (7) and (8) describe a bounded-input-bounded-output (BIBO) stable system. To model a BIBO stable system, the network model is necessarily BIBO stable. Because the activation function in the "reservoir" is bounded, the output signal itself is always bounded. But the reservoir is not expected to run in the state of saturation, in fact, it needs to be run with proper transient state property and stable memory. Consider the following linear system: (11) where and are the state transition matrix and input matrix, respectively. According to linear system theory, if the spectral radius of is smaller than 1 (absolute value of the largest eigenvalue is within the unit cycle), and the linear system (11) will be stable. For different eigenvalues of state transition matrix , the system (11) shows different transient properties. Within the unit cycle, the larger the magnitude the eigenvalue is, the longer the transient process will persist in. For the "reservoir" neurons, the activation function is the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function, and we can follow that for any :
and it is concluded that the system (9) is more "stable" than system (11) , if the spectral radius of is smaller than 1 (Note that it is not a necessary condition). The spectral radius of matrix is suggested to be smaller than 1 in [31] . It is shown by [32] that ESNs can be stable if the spectral radius is set to be slightly larger than 1 under some conditions, and recently, a rigorous bound for guaranteeing asymptotic stability of ESN is obtained in [33] . Anyway, the transient property and memory of "reservoir" can be controlled by the initial setting of in the preparation phase; so the following job will be the selection of proper reservoir within a stable region.
1) Connection to the Static Mapping by Using Feedforward Neural Networks: Let
, and the spectral radius of will be 0. That is to say, if there is no feedback in reservoir, the prediction model will become a static mapping implemented by traditional feedforward neural network, such as in [2] and [7] . In other word, feedforward model is in fact a special case of the dynamic model which is stated in this section.
III. SVESMS
A. Linear SVM on the State Space From "Reservoir"
As stated by Jaeger in [15] , because there are no cyclic dependencies between the trained output weights, training ESNs becomes a linear regression task. The prediction function for new network inputs is given by (without loss of generality, a bias term is added to the regression function) (13) where is the new reservoir state vector excited by the new network inputs. The reservoir used for new prediction is the same as the one used in the training phase. The output weights can be obtained by solving a standard least-squares problem (14) In practice, for ill-conditioned data, the least-squares method often yields a meaningless estimation for the output weights. The vector of (14), if it exists at all, is usually a bad approximation to real solution . Very large weights imply bad numerical stability. To avoid this problem, "noise injection" to the state can improve the stability of the solution, because noise term perturbs the matrix . However, if the matrix has more columns than its rows, the matrix is always singular, and the "noise injection" does not take effects. For such ill-posed problems, pseudoinverse or regularization techniques can be used to obtain meaningful solution. Good approximate inverses for regularization can be derived by modifying the standard least-squares formula. The traditional Tikhonov regularization [34] (or ridge regression) is given by (15) (positive number is added to ), and it is equivalent to minimize the following objective function: (16) where balances the two terms in (16) . However, the objective function only contains the quadratic loss, which can be extended to a more general form.
The structural risk minimization principle suggests a tradeoff between the quality of the approximation and the complexity of the approximating function. The primal objective function is (17) where is a general loss function (to be defined later) and is the prediction function defined by and . The second term in (17) is a regularizer and is the regularization constant. The regularizer in objective function (17) takes an implicit pruning role [35] , [36] (compared with the constructive or growing method in [37] and [38] ). To obtain better generalization ability, Jaeger suggested increasing reservoir sizes until performance on test data deteriorates [25] , and it is a growing algorithm.
1) "Reservoir Trick" Instead of "Kernel Trick": Kernelbased algorithms [39] such as SVMs have been developed in recent years, and it is a nonlinear version of a linear algorithm where the data have been previously (nonlinearly) transformed to a higher dimensional space in which we only need to be able to compute inner products (via a kernel function), and it is called the "kernel trick." Similar to kernel-based algorithms, a nonlinear system problem is converted into a linear system problem in ESNs (via a reservoir). Also, the calculation of the linear problem occurs in a higher dimensional space called the "reservoir" state space, and we call it the "reservoir trick." However, there are some differences between the "kernel trick" and the "reservoir trick." First, the "kernel trick" usually appears in the problems of static function regression or pattern recognition (the exception may be the RLS-SVM [23] ), and the "reservoir trick" deals with the problems of dynamic system identification. Second, the "kernel trick" relies on kernel function, so there needs a careful selection of the hyperparameters [40] , [42] , [46] (for example, the width of RBF kernel or the order of polynomial kernel), at the same time, "reservoir trick" needs a selection of the "reservoir" (for example, the sparseness and spectral radius of the reservoir weights).
B. Loss Function
For the choice of the loss function in (17) , the following factors should be addressed: convexity, robustness, and sparseness. Consider the loss function , if ; the problem becomes nonconvex and undesirable, because it is necessary to use a convex objective function; and if , the solution may also not be desirable because the superlinear increase will lead to a loss of the robustness properties of the estimator. Generally speaking, measurement noise and outliers often pollute the time series, and the practically measured time series (even after a noise reduction procedure) used for modeling is far from perfect. This means that prediction model must be robust against such uncertainness and perturbations in the data.
1) Quadratic Loss Function:
Using a quadratic loss function (18) we tend to minimize the function
and the solution is given by solving the dual problem (20) with constraint (21) where and are the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. In kernel-based learning algorithm, there is a kernel version of the statistical model of ridge regression, which is called kernel ridge regression. Correspondingly, there exists a reservoir version of ridge regression, which we call reservoir ridge regression. In fact, the optimization problem posed by (19) can also be resolved effectively by ridge regression without resorting to quadratic programming (QP) optimizers. Quadratic loss function is frequently used in the training of neural networks, however, it is sensitive to irregular values and overemphasizes the outliers in the training data; even a single outlier can heavily corrupt the learned model [43] . That is to say, the quadratic loss function will result in a less robust solution.
2) -Insensitive Loss Function: Using an -insensitive loss function otherwise (22) we arrive at the formulation stated in [17] s.t.
and the solution is given by solving the following dual problem:
with constraints (25) where and are the corresponding Lagrange multipliers, and the same to the quadratic loss function, solving the minimization problem (24) with constrains (25) determines the Lagrange multipliers, and . The -insensitive loss function has the robust property as stated previously. First, it allows an -insensitive tube, and any uncertainness and perturbations within the insensitive tube have no loss; second, it penalizes the error in a linear style outside the insensitive tube, which is better than quadratic loss function if there are many outliers.
3) Huber Loss Function: Using a Huber loss function otherwise (26) and the corresponding optimization problem is (27) with constraints
Huber loss function can also produce robust solution, and it does not allow the superlinear increase of the loss by replacing it with a linear loss outside a specified region. However, sparseness of solution is not available.
There are also some other loss functions, for example, Laplacian, polynomial, and piecewise polynomial. By using more control parameters, [44] introduces a unified loss function which includes Laplacian, Huber, and -insensitive loss functions as special cases. The question is which loss function should be used for a particular time-series prediction task. It is shown in [7] that the -insensitive loss is preferred if the additive noise is uniform, and Huber loss is preferred if the noise becomes Gaussian (refer to [22] for an overview over some common density models). However, when the noise distribution is unknown, it is difficult to decide which one is the best. Noise reduction technique is necessary for time-series modeling, and it makes the data less noisy. However, for a short and noisy real life time series, the noise reduction method is far from perfect; the data may still contain considerable noise, and the noise density after the noise reduction is complex and it is better to try different loss functions for the given modeling task.
C. Solution of SVESMs
For different loss functions discussed previously, the solution of SVESMs can be obtained by resolving the corresponding optimization problems. All these problems belong to the standard convex quadratic programming with linear constraints, and they can be solved in polynomial time. The solutions are given by a set of Lagrange multipliers and the prediction function for the new reservoir test state variable is generally written as (29) where is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the reservoir state vector . is the number of support vectors, which is controlled by the size of the insensitive tube if the -insensitive loss function is applied.
SVESMs use a linear SVR in the reservoir state space, and its properties of convergence and time complexity can be analyzed in the same manner as the standard SVMs. In this paper, only batch learning is used. The time complexity of the algorithm is dependent on the number of training patterns. Standard quadratic programming requires time complexity and space complexity, where is the number of training patterns. For practical implement of SVMs, many algorithms such as interior point method, chunking, decomposition, sequential minimal optimization (SMO) or parallel SMO [45] can be used. State-of-the-art SVM implementations typically have a training time complexity that scales between and from empirical observations [46] . The study of reducing the computational load for large scale problem becomes an active area in the recent research of SVMs. In SVESMs, the reservoir can be very large, but the optimization problem scale does not grow with the size of reservoir.
SVR is a generalization of ridge regression and has several additional features. Ridge regression is equivalent to the linear SVR with quadratic loss function. When there is no regularization term , both of them reduce to the standard least-squares solution. The method of pseudoinverse also provides a solution in the sense of least square, so ridge regression as well as the method of pseudoinverse will suffer from the performance deterioration in the presence of outliers, and this will be demonstrated by SVESMs with quadratic loss function in the simulation. For the robustness against outliers, the -insensitive loss function or Huber loss function can be applied; the created predictor will be less sensitive to the outliers. In Huber and -insensitive loss function, the parameters and specify where the linear loss begins so that model is robust against outliers. When -insensitive loss function is used, the solution can be sparsified, and sparseness of the solution can be controlled by the insensitive parameter . Big reservoir and large mean a complex model, if the reservoir or is larger than necessary, and model tends to overfit the problem data. For a fixed reservoir, the model complexity can be controlled by the tuning of regularization parameter . The techniques such as cross validation, bootstrap, or Bayesian method can be applied to determine which values are proper for these parameters. By contrast, traditional RNNs suffer from many problems, such as weights estimation, outlier suppression, and generalization capability control. First, in the training of traditional RNNs, one usually deals with the problem how the gradient is calculated and approximated in the presence of recurrent loops. The time complexity of these algorithms is usually between and for each data point [47] , where is the number of network nodes. Existing gradient-based algorithms usually use pure gradient-descent in weights updating, and the learning process may be slow. It should be noted that the weight parameters optimization of traditional RNNs are inherently nonconvex, and the global minimum is difficult to find. Second, the objective function of traditional RNNs is usually in the sense of least square, and the learned model may be very sensitive to outliers in the training examples. Finally, there are few cases in literatures where the regularization terms are introduced into the objective function of traditional RNNs, and the role of regularization has been proven effective for neural network model complexity control.
IV. SIMULATION EXAMPLES
In this section, we will give three examples to show the performance of the direct prediction method based on the proposed method. The first example is the Mackey-Glass benchmark testing, and we are particularly interested in the 84-step prediction performance. The investigation is also conducted into how the predictor is influenced by noise and outliers. The SVESM is also applied to real life problems such as the monthly sunspots prediction problem and yearly runoff time series of the Yellow River. For the presence of noise (such as monthly sunspots or yearly runoff time series), we perform a simple noise reduction method to preprocess the raw data before modeling and predicting the time series. The process of noise reduction can keep the chaotic characteristics of the raw data as many as possible and reduce significant noise and outliers [48] . Refer to [49] and [50] for the practice of noise reduction technique in hydrological time series.
The simulation is conducted in the Matlab environment running on HP Workstation xw8000, and the quadratic programming is implemented by MOSEK toolbox [51] with the Matlab TABLE I  PARAMETER SETTING OF THE RESERVOIR FOR  THE MACKEY-GLASS TIME SERIES interface. Both the SVESM and SVM in the following simulation use the MOSEK package for quadratic programming. The package has the implementation of interior-point optimizer.
A. Multiple-Step-Ahead Prediction of the Mackey-Glass Time Series
The Mackey-Glass system is a time-delay differential system with the form (30) where is the value of time-series at time . The system is chaotic for . The parameter values are chosen as , and
. The data set is constructed using second-order Runge-Kutta method with a stepsize of 0.1.
The embedded data vector consists of four values of the time series where in the simulation. The target output is the 84-stepahead value of the time series. In this simulation, the prediction performance is measured by the root-mean-squared error (rmse) on the test sequence pairs normalized by the variance of the original time series (nrmse) where denotes the 84-step target value, is the corresponding prediction output, is the number of the test examples, and is the variance of the original time series. In practice, time series often contain considerable noise and outliers, and they influence the prediction in two manners. First of all, the accuracy of the predictor is influenced by noisy training examples; secondly, the prediction is influenced by the noisy test input when the predictor is practically applied to real prediction task.
In this section, three experiments will be conducted to test the performances of SVESMs. In the first experiment, the classical 84-step prediction problem (noiseless time series) is tested on the SVESMs, and several previous results are collected for comparisons.
The aim of the second experiment is to show how the ESN predictors are influenced by the training examples polluted by noise (and outliers). The test sequences are noiseless. In the experiment, the ESN iterative predictor [15] and direct predictor (by SVESMs) are compared. 
NOISELESS MACKEY-GLASS TIME SERIES
In the last experiment, we try to simulate the realistic situation, where both the predictor and the test input are influenced by noise, and the results are compared with those of SVMs with different loss functions.
1) SVESM Trained and Tested by Noiseless Mackey-Glass Time Series:
The size of the reservoir is 700 700 and 1200 1200, and the parameter settings of the reservoir are listed in Table I . Length of training sequence pairs is 2200. The first 200 steps are discarded to wash out initial transient, and echo states are sampled from remaining 2000 steps. Since the time series is noiseless, only the quadratic loss function is applied. A noiseless validation data set (data set length is 100) is also created. The nrmse is measured by a new testing data set (700 samples).
At first, the direct predictor is tried to be implemented by the standard least-square method (14) , and the solution is far from satisfying in the experiment. It is because the matrix is singular that regularization is needed. In the SVESM implement, the regularization term is included in the loss function and the parameter is carefully chosen by cross validation. By SVESM, the nrmse on the test sequence is about 0.0159 (700 700 reservoir) and 0.0085 (1200 1200 reservoir). Fig. 3(a) shows the 84-step prediction curve and Fig. 3(b) prediction error (using 700 700 reservoir). Several previous results [10] , [52] are collected in Table II . Though the direct comparisons on different training sets and parameter configurations may be unfair, the result is still convincing. On the similar length of the training sequences, the SVESM shows comparable prediction performance to the previous methods except for the iterative predictor in [15] .
2) ESN Predictors Influenced by Noise and Outliers:
The second experiment is conducted to investigate how the ESN predictors are influenced by noise and outliers. Refer to [4] , [7] , and [11] for other studies of neural network predictors trained by noisy time series. The influence can be simply measured by feeding the noiseless input to the predictor and calculating the test error between the target time series and the corresponding predicted values. The size of reservoir is chosen as 700 700 for both iterative and direct predictors. The parameter settings of the reservoir are listed in Table I .
Length of the training sequence is 1200 (first 200 examples will be discarded to wash out initial transient). Zero-mean Gaussian noise is added to the original Mackey-Glass time series, and the noise level (ratio between standard deviation of noise and signal standard deviation) is 20%, and this time series is denoted by MG_N. Outliers are further added to the noisy time series to create new training sequence, and it is denoted by MG_NAO. There are three outliers in the training sequences, and Fig. 4 describes the time series polluted both by noise and outliers (MG_NAO).
The length of validation set is 500. The validation set is still noisy (noise level is 20%), because the noiseless test data set is not available before the predictor is created. For the iterative predictor, the output weights are determined by ridge regression, and the regularization parameter is chosen by cross validation. The prediction performances are tested on noiseless test sequences. The nrms errors for different prediction horizons are calculated for the iterative predictor. Fig. 5 gives the nrmse of the ESNs iterative predictor, and the error is averaged over 80 runs of random training and testing. In Fig. 5 , the solid curve is the nrmse produced by the predictor trained by MG_N, and the dotted curve is the nrmse obtained by the predictor trained by MG_NAO. Compared with the noiseless prediction reported in [15] , the result about the noisy time series is poor. Both the noise and outliers have a strong impact on the predictor accuracy. For multistep-ahead prediction, large error is acquired because of the iteration on the inaccurate one-step predictor. For the performance deterioration, we would like to cite [11] as another example for the uncertainty propagation through an iterative predictor. In fact, the iteration on inaccurate predictor often leads to an unexpected attractors, such as a limit cycle. For the direct predictor implemented by SVESMs, the three loss functions are used, respectively, and the parameters such as and are chosen by cross validation. For a clear comparison with the iterative predictor, the 84-step prediction results of SVESMs are obtained. The SVESM is also trained by the same time series containing noise (and outliers), and the prediction performance is tested over a separate noiseless time series with the length of 700. The comparison results are listed in Table III . Although the performances of SVESMs are also heavily influenced by the noise and outliers, it is much better than that of the ESN iterative predictor.
3) Both the Predictor and the Test Input Are Influenced by Noise:
The objective of the third experiment is to investigate the prediction performance of SVESMs when both the predictor and the test input are influenced by noise. The SVESM predictors are the results of the second experiment; the only difference is that the prediction performance is measured by feeding the noisy input to the predictor and calculating the test error between the target time series and the corresponding predicted values. The noise level in the test input is 20%, which is the same as in the training sequences.
SVMs are also trained for the same direct prediction task. Since there is no initial transient to wash out, SVMs use all the 1200 training examples. Like in SVESMs, the three loss functions are also applied. The kernel functions include the Gaussian and polynomial kernel, and parameters in the kernel functions are chosen by cross validation. The prediction results are listed in Table IV. As for the noisy time series, similar conclusions can be drawn from SVESMs and SVMs. The predictors trained by the quadratic loss function have the worst prediction results among the three loss functions. Better results can be obtained by the -insensitive or Huber loss function. As for the robustness, the predictors trained by the quadratic loss function are very sensitive to the outliers in the training examples, and performance deterioration is considerable. However, the robust loss functions such as -insensitive or Huber loss function indicate the insensitivity to the outliers. From the results of the comparisons, SVESMs give better results than SVMs in the experiments.
Noise and outliers limit the accuracy of prediction methods especially the ESNs iterative predictor. In the framework of SVESM, several robust loss functions can be used so that the model can take advantage of the robustness. SVESMs are a kind of RNNs, which have a different information processing style from its feedforward counterpart such as SVMs. The damping properties of RNNs (by reservoir) can alleviate the deleterious effect of noisy input, however, the SVMs direct transfer the effect of the noisy input to the predicted output.
In practical applications, the effects of noise or outliers can also be alleviated by the nonlinear noise reduction techniques, so the noise reduction is another source of performance improvements as well as finding a good model.
B. Forecasting the Monthly Sunspots Time Series
The sunspot number data used in this paper are monthly mean Wolf sunspots numbers. Like [14] and [53] , we use the noise-reduced sunspots numbers for the prediction task. For the monthly sunspots number, in our simulation, is chosen as where in the simulation, the target output is the six-month, ten-month, fifteen-month, and twenty-month ahead values ( is , , and , respectively) of the sunspots time series so that it is compared with the previous results in [14] and [53] . The time series are rescaled to the range of before presented to the networks. The size of the reservoir is 600 600, and the parameter settings of the reservoir are listed in Table V . Length of training sequence pairs is 1000, and first 100 steps are discarded to wash out initial transient, and echo signals are sampled from the remaining 900 steps.
In this section, the three kinds of loss functions are all used for the comparisons for the modeling and prediction. For the quadratic loss function, only the regularization parameter need to be determined, and for the -insensitive and Huber loss MONTHLY SUNSPOTS TIME SERIES function, the additional parameters are and , respectively. For different prediction horizons, the parameters , and are determined by cross validation. Data points from 1001 to 1300 are used as the validation set. The prediction performance is measured by the rmse on the test sequences (data points 1300).
SVMs are also tested on the same prediction task. SVMs use all the 1000 training examples. The three loss functions are also applied like SVESMs. The kernel functions used include RBF and polynomial kernel, and the parameters in the kernel functions are chosen by cross validation. Both the prediction results of SVESMs and SVMs are collected in Table VI . Existing results of RPNN and universal learning networks (ULN) for the same prediction tasks are also presented.
Among the three loss functions, the best prediction result is given by -insensitive loss function for the same prediction horizons. For example, for ten-month-ahead prediction, the rms errors are 3.329, 3.560, and 3.548 by -insensitive, quadratic, and Huber loss function in the framework of SVESMs, respectively, and for SVMs, the corresponding rms errors are 6.415, 6.948, and 6.815 for RBF kernel, and 6.451, 6.620, and 6.617 for polynomial kernel, respectively. For RPNN and ULN, the rms errors are 7.050 and 10.584, respectively. Since quadratic loss function is usually used in the traditional RNNs, the results of robust loss function such as -insensitive are not available for RPNN or ULN. Both SVMs and SVESMs can find their optimal parameters in the convex optimization, and the model complexity can be properly controlled by the regularization, and it is why it exceeds the gradient-based learning method such as RPNN or ULN.
In both SVMs and SVESMs, the best results are obtained by -insensitive loss function, and the results of Huber loss function are followed. On the whole, the robust loss functions always have better performance than the quadratic loss function in SVMs and SVESMs. In the simulation, SVMs and SVESMs use the same QP optimizer and loss functions; however, SVESMs obtain better results than SVMs, and this can be explained by the modeling power of reservoir and the merits of RNNs. There are many recurrent connections in the reservoir, and the output of SVESMs relies on not only the current input vector, but also the history input vectors, which makes it less sensitive to the noise in input vectors. However, SVMs directly compute the output via a kernel, so noise in input vector will have less influence on "reservoir" than "kernel." It is also observed that the results of quadratic loss function is not so bad when compared with those of robust loss function in SVMs and SVESMs, and this can be explained by the positive roles of the noise reduction procedure. Fig. 6 shows the ten-month-ahead prediction results based on the SVESMs with -insensitive loss function, and we are particularly interested in the parameter setting of this loss function, so we make an investigation to the influences of the parameter on the prediction performance and the sparseness. A group of simulations are done with different values while keep the parameter and prediction horizon constant. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , with the increase, the test error first decreases gradually and then grows up rapidly around ; at the same time, the sparseness decreases from 93% to about 36% monotonously as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The result is consistent with the discussions in [8] . It is obvious that the best result is gained when , because any more improvement in sparseness will result in the deterioration of the prediction performance.
In our simulations, the iterative prediction method [15] fails to generate a proper chaotic attractor as expected. Also, the leastsquare method using (14) fails to make a proper prediction and it is proven that the additional constraints of the weight decay term in the objective function is necessary.
C. Forecasting the Yearly Runoff Time Series of the Yellow River
As the second longest river of China, the Yellow River is important to the people's lives, so the runoff time-series forecasting for the Yellow River is necessary. As shown in literatures of hydrology, runoff time series of many rivers indicate nonlinear or chaotic properties, so the nonlinear or chaos theory can be an aid to forecast. We use the noise-reduced yearly runoff time series of the Yellow River. In the simulation, is chosen as where in the simulation, the target outputs are one-year and two-year ahead values ( is and , respectively; note that most literatures deal with one-step prediction, because the accurate prediction for runoff time series is difficult). The size of the reservoir is 200 200 and the parameter settings of the reservoir are listed in Table VII . Length of training sequence pairs is 450; first 50 steps are discarded to wash out initial transient and echo signals are sampled from remaining 400 steps. We use the examples of 450-500 as a validation set, and the remaining about 20 samples as the testing set (totally about 520 data points).
All the three loss functions are used for the comparisons for the modeling and predicting. The parameters such as , and are chosen by cross validation. The prediction performance is measured by the rmse on the test sequence pairs. Table VIII lists the prediction errors on the test sequences.
SVMs are also tested on the same prediction task for a comparison. The three loss functions are also applied like SVESMs. The kernel functions include RBF and polynomial kernel, and the parameters in the kernel functions are also chosen by cross validation. The prediction results are also collected in Table VIII .
Among the three loss functions, the worst prediction result is given by quadratic loss function for both SVESMs and SVMs. For SVESMs, the rmse for one-year-ahead prediction is 24.422 when quadratic loss is used, and results of -insensitive and Huber function are 20.682 (with sparseness of 55%) and 20.429, respectively. For SVMs trained by quadratic loss function, the rms errors for one-year-ahead prediction is 29.691 (RBF kernel) [54] . Fig. 8 is one-year-ahead prediction curve generated by SVESM (with Huber loss function). Because the raw time series is short (less than 600) and noisy, and the method of nonlinear noise reduction has limited performance, the noise reduced time series may still have considerable noise or outliers, and this leads to the significant performance deterioration of the quadratic loss function when compared with the robust loss functions, which deals with the outliers in a linear rather than a superlinear style.
For the prediction of the yearly runoff time series of the Yellow River, it is found that larger spectral radius will deteriorate the modeling performance of SVESMs, and the spectral radius is kept small (about 0-0.1). When the spectral radius is small, it becomes a mapping with weak transient property. In this case, SVESMs bridge the static mapping method and the dynamic mapping method. In fact, if there is no feedback in the reservoir (spectral radius of will be 0), the training of SVESMs will be the training of MLPs (input weights are fixed). It can be an explanation why the SVESMs have the similar performances with SVMs.
For the runoff time series, the iterative prediction method [15] fails to generate a proper chaotic attractor as expected in our simulation. Also, the standard least-square methods fails to make a proper prediction because of the ill-conditioned data, so it is necessary to use ridge regression or linear SVM to improve the performance of solution.
D. Practical Considerations of the Parameter Settings for the SVESM Modeling
Up to now, the SVESM modeling involves the selection of following parameters:
, and for the linear SVMs, embedding dimension and delay time , and the reservoir parameters such as the spectral radius. First, the , and can follow the traditional parameter tuning method [55] such as cross validation. Second, the embedding dimension and the delay time can be chosen in a wide range. According to Takens' theorem, the original dynamic properties can be retained under the topological transform, as long as the embedding dimension ( is the correlation dimension of the attractor). But this is only a sufficient but not necessary condition. In our simulation, for example, for Mackey-Glass time series, the embedding dimension can be and the delay time can be for sunspots time series the embedding dimension can be and the delay time can be for the runoff time series; the embedding dimension is not necessary to be 6. For a large range of the embedding parameters, the prediction performance of SVESM does not deteriorate, and sometime it can improve to some degree.
The issue of the reservoir parameters selection is an important thing that should be paid special attention to in the SVESM modeling. The suggestion for the preparation of the reservoir can refer to [25] and [31] . However, what we would like to highlight is the control of the transient property by using the size of the spectral radius. Generally speaking, the spectral radius falls in the range of 0-1. The larger the spectral radius is, the longer the transient process will persist in, and the best selection of the spectral radius should be adapted to different problems. It seems that the selection of the spectral radius is easier than the kernel parameters in the traditional SVM modeling (such as width parameters in the radial basis kernel function), because the spectral radius is a parameter within a fixed range. It is suggested to try different spectral radius for a given problem; for example, try the spectral radius as 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9, and find the best and refine the spectral radius like a line search procedure.
V. CONCLUSION
For chaotic time series prediction, a novel direct prediction method based on echo-state mechanisms and SVM is proposed. The basic idea is replacing the "kernel trick" with "reservoir trick" in nonlinear system modeling, that is to say, performing linear SVR in the high-dimension "reservoir" state space. The objective function of SVESMs is convex, so the solution is optimal and unique. SVESMs belong to RNNs and benefit from the advantages of SVMs. SVESM is especially efficient in dealing with real life time series, and the generalization ability and robustness is obtained by the regularization operator and robust loss function. The basic idea of our direct method is to use -dimension embedded data vectors and its history information to predict the -step-ahead value directly. We have proven that there exists a dynamic system whose input is the -dimension embedded data vectors at time , and output is the -step target value . Since the sequences pairs are the input and output pairs of a dynamic system, the direct prediction problem can be converted into a dynamic system modeling task and the SVESMs can be applied.
Benefiting from the echo-state mechanisms and SVM, the proposed method has the following features:
• easy to train, optimal and unique solution and no local minimum problem; • sparse modeling, improved generalization ability, and high prediction accuracy; • insensitivity to uncertainness and robustness against outliers. The method has been tested on both the benchmark problem (Mackey-Glass time series) and real life time series (Wolf monthly sunspots number) and yearly runoff time series of the Yellow River. The prediction result is satisfying.
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